I. Introduction and Preliminaries 1. Introduction. This is a sequel to an earlier paper, On the characterization of linear and projective linear groups. I, [4] . Its purpose is to characterize a class of groups & such that PTL(n, K)Q®QPGL(n, K). Here PGL(n, K) is the projective general linear group, that is, the group of projectivities of a projective geometry formed from an «-dimensional vector space over a field K. This is isomorphic to the factor group of the general linear group GL(n, K) by its center. By the group(') TL(n, K), we mean the normal subgroup of GL(n, K) generated by its involutions(') ; PTL(n, K) designates thé image of this group in PGL(n, K) under the natural homomorphism of GL(n, K). It contains the image PSL(n, K) of the unimodular group as a subgroup of index at most 2. Using the terminology of [4] , we term groups such as ® as projective linear groups of rank n. The characterization is obtained for «^4 and K commutative(4) of characteristic not 2 by introducing a class of groups to be called quasiprojective. Roughly speaking, a quasiprojective group is described by specifying the centralizers of its involutions and a few other conditions related to the center and the factor commutator group. The centralizers of involutions are described in terms of the quasilinear groups introduced in [4] . Quasilinear groups were defined as prototypes of groups ® such that TI.(n, K) Ç®ÇGZ,(«, K), which are called linear groups of rank n, in much the same manner that quasiprojective groups are to be defined as prototypes of projective linear groups. The principal theorem of the first paper characterized the factor group of a quasilinear group by its center as a projective linear group. This paper carries out the techniques and results of the first paper to their ultimate conclusion, namely, a direct characterization of the projective linear groups.
Because the techniques and results of this paper are so closely related to those of the first paper, we will treat it as a continuation and will presume that the reader is familiar with the definitions, notation, and results of that [October paper. To refer to a proposition, formula, or other enumerated reference of [4] , we prefix the symbol I as in Proposition 1.8. 1. 2. Fused products. In order to define a quasiprojective group, we introduce the concept of a fused product fy of two subgroups SI and S3, which we will write as 'iß = SI o 33. Here we demand that SI and S3 be normal subgroups such that $ = S133, 31ÇC(S3) and that (2. 1) stns3çz(sonz(S3).
A fused product for which SIHS3 = Z(Sl) = Z(33) = Z(Sl o S3) will be called a maximal fused product (sometimes called a central product).
If CGSl o S3 and C = AB where ¿GSt and 5GS3, we will write C=A o B
and call this a representation of C relative to the decomposition $ = 81 o S3. Of course, the elements A and B are not uniquely determined. In fact, we may have C = A' o B' as long as AA'-^BB'-1 is in StnS3.
Given a direct product SIX S3 of groups Si and S3, let/be a homomorphism of SIX S3 with kernel ® such that SinS> = S3rY£) = l and ©ÇZ(SI)XZ(S3). It is easy to see that/(SIXS3) is the fused product/(SI) o/(33) of the images of SÏ and S3. 3 . Projective linear groups. To motivate our definition of quasiprojective groups, we will review the description of the centralizers of involutions in the group PGL(n, K) given in Dieudonné's treatise, [2, § §3, 4],
The elements V of GL(n, K) which map onto involutions under the canonical homomorphism A of GL(n, K) onto PGL(n, K) are called projective involutions. They are characterized by the fact that T72 is in the center of GL(n, K). We term a projective involution TJ and its image U=ATJ to be of the first kind if V2 is a square in the center 3 of GL{n, K). If Z72 is not a square in ,3, we term U and U to be of the second kind. If TJ is a projective involution of the first kind, there is an involution in the coset 17,3. Because of this, we will always be able to consider that U is actually an involution in GL(n, K) if TJ is of the first kind.
The centralizer Cy(TJ) of an involution U in & = GL(n, K) is the direct product of full linear groups Hi and Uï such that rk Ui+rk Ui = n. The conjugate classes of involutions in ®, $0, Sti, • • • , Ä", may be so enumerated(*) that t7elp implies C&(U) =Ü1XÜ2 and rk Ui = p.
The elements of GL(n, K) which map onto the centralizer of an involution AC/ in PGL(n, K) are the elements which commute or anticommute(Ä). This means that there is a subgroup Ci(U) of GL(n, K) which contains the centralizer C®(U) as a subgroup of index at most 2. The index is 2 when there exists an element W anticommuting with TÎ, and this can happen only if rk Ui = rk Uz = n/2. The anticommuting element may be taken to be an in-(6) A quasilinear or linear group of rank 0 is understood to be the identity group. (*) An element 4£@ anticommutes with an element B if AB= -BA. volution and WU¡.W~x = Uí. We will use the notation 2lX,23 to denote a semidirect product(7) of two groups. Thus we have that
where SB is ajsubgroup of jjrder 1 or 2 according as V is not or is in jf"/i.
JBecause U/\3 = U»n,3 = l, the image A(UiXlU) is the fused product A(Ui) oA(lU). In this case,_to every element X = XXl in Z(Ui), there corresponds an element XXX' in ¿. Then A(T) =A(X'"1). Thus AZ(Üi) CAZ(U2); and, by_symmetry, AZ(Ui) =A_Z(U2 where Ui and U2 are full linear groups of ranks p and n-p, Ui o Uj is a maximal fused product, SB is of order 1 or 2 and of order 2 only if p = n/2, in which£ase W]\lW~1 = Vi2. If U is a projective involution of the second kind in GL(n, K), then n is even and C(U) is isomorphic to GL(n/2, L) where L is a quadratic extension of K. In particular, C(U) contains the group GL(n/2, L) as a subgroup of index 2. It is important to note that only those involutions in $,, with p even commute with U. The centralizer of the image AU of V in PGL(n, K) then contains a factor group of GL(n/2, L) by a subgroup of its center as a subgroup of index at most 2. Only involutions in the classes 8P with p even commute with involutions of the second kind.
The classes of involutions in TL(n, K) and PTL(n, K) are also the classes of involutions in GL(n, K) and PGL(n, K), respectively.
4. Quasiprojective groups. We define a quasiprojective group of rank «^4 to be a group ® satisfying the following axioms. C"(U) =3BXs(U,oU2)
of a group SB of order 1 or 2 with a maximal fused product of full quasilinear groups Ui and U2 of ranks p and n -p which contains the fused product The involutions of the classes 8P, 0 ^p ^ [n/2], will be called involutions of the first kind. For convenience, we will set 8P = ?B-P for [n/2] Up Un. We will call the involutions in the classes 8P p-involulions of ®.
Axiom B. The center of ® consists of the identity alone. The centralizer of the group generated by the involutions in the classes 8P 0/50 consists of the identity.
Axiom C. When ® is an infinite group, t/E8i, and F£8j>, p>\, then there exists an involution W^l of the first kind in C(U, V).
The Principal Theorem of [4] (hereinafter denoted as Principal Theorem I) asserts that if § is a quasilinear group of rank n, P(!&) is a projective linear group of rank n. We will use this result often. In this paper we will prove: Principal Theorem II. Let &bea quasiprojective group of rank n ^4 if ® is finite and of rank « ^ 5 if ® is infinite. Then ® is a projective linear group of rank n.
For the remainder of this paper, ® will represent a quasiprojective group of rank n ^ 4 for which we will prove this theorem.
II. Characterizations of Lower Centralizers
By the upper centralizer of an involution U of the first kind in a quasiprojective group G, we mean the group C"(U) described in (4.1). By the lower centralizer of an involution of the first kind, we mean the subgroup C'(U) described in (4.2). We wish to identify a certain set of involutions as generators of the lower centralizer of an involution in order to allow us to treat lower centralizers in the manner in which we treated involutory centralizers in [4] .
5. Involutions in fused products. Suppose that <*J3 is the fused product of quasilinear groups ^ = 110 33. Let R be an involution in ty so that R = So T relative to this decomposition. Then R2 = 1 = S2 o T2. Hence A = S2 = T~2 is an element of \Xr\^SQZ(VLo 93). If R = S' o T' is a second representation of R, then we have seen that S' = SZ and V =TZ~X with ZEZQl o S3). Then S'2 = ^4Z2 and T'2 -(AZ2)~l. We say that R is a regular or irregular involution in U o 23 according as A is a square in Z(U o 33) or not. If R is in the centralizer C(U) of an involution of the first kind, then we say that R is regular in C(U) or C"(U) if it belongs to the fused product Ui o \\2 of (4.1) and is regular in that product; otherwise, we say that R is irregular in C(U) or C"(U). A regular involution R of U o 25 may be written in the form R = S o T where 5 and T are involutions in 11 and 23, respectively. If U is the element of order 2 in Z(U o 33), we also may have R = SUo TU. In the case that U o 33 is a maximal fused product of quasilinear groups, there is only one nontrivial involution in Z(U o 33) =Z(U). Thus these are the only ways of writing R as the product of two involutions in U and 33.
6. Decompositions of centralizers. Let U be a ¿-involution in © whose upper centralizer has the decomposition (6.1) C"(U) =SBx.(UioUs)
as explained in Axiom A. Let F be an involution in C(U). Then VÇ.C". We set (6.2) C'{U,V) -<W) (F) and call this group the upper centralizer of U and V. If F is a regular involution in C(U), then F= V\ o Vt where F< is an involution in Ui, i= 1, 2. In this case, V is in the lower centralizer C'(U) of U. We define the /ower centralizer C'(U, V) of [/ and F to be the group
Obviously this group is determined independently of the representation of V as a product of involutions in Ui and tU. We note that because of Condition A(8)
where U< and U,-' are involutory quasilinear groups such that rk U/ +rk U" = rkU<, * = 1, 2.
If § is a group, we designate by -E($) the maximal perfect subgroup of §. This is the minimal normal subgroup 91 of § such that $/9l is solvable. This group will play an important role in the study of upper and lower centralizers.
Proposition 6.1. Let U be an involution of the first kind and let V be an involution which is regular in C"(U). Then E(C"(U, V))=E(C'(U, V)) = E{C{U, V)). If C'(U, V) has the decomposition (6.4),
The groups P(Z>(U/)) and P(Z>(U/')) are isomorphic to PSL(p{, K) and PSL(pl', K), respectively, where pi =rk U/ and pi' =rk U,?/.
Proof. Since Ui o U2 is a subgroup of index at most 2 in C"(U), E(C"(U)) = £(Uio U2). This means that £(C"(i/,F))cUioUä.LetPGC(F)n(UioU2). (') Conditions A, B, C, D, and E refer to the definition of a quasilinear group in [4] . Note that the involutory subgroup of a quasilinear group is quasilinear by Proposition 13.3 of [4J.
Since U</T(U<) is abelian by Condition C, we have that E(C"(U, V))
Because of Condition B, £(U/) =D(U/) and £(U/') =I>(U/'). In forming the factor group P(E(C(U, V))), the images of the factors D(Ui )XD(\Xi') and D(\X{)XD(\X{') have a nontrivial intersection. Thus it may be seen that
By virtue of Principal Theorem I, the groups £(D(U/)) and P(D(VL")) are isomorphic to PSL(p!, K) and PSL(pi', K), respectively. Proposition 6.2. Let U be an n/2-involution and let V be an involution of ® which is in C(U) but not in Ui o Ua of (6.1). ThenE(C"(U, V))=E(C(U, V)).
The group P(E(C(U, V))) is isomorphic to PSL(n/2, K).
Proof. Let W be the involution in SB in (6.1). As F is irregular in C(U), it is not in Ui o Uî. Then FIFE Ui o VU. Naturally the inner automorphism of Ui o U2 induced by VW leaves Ui and U2 invariant. Thus the automorphism of U10 U2 induced by V will exchange Ui and Us just as the automorphism induced by W. In other words, V satisfies the same conditions which characterize W. Thus we may assume that FG9B.
Just as in the situation of Proposition 6.1, E(C"(U, F))ÇUioU2. We with kernel U, E(C"(U, V))QU. Hence £(C"(t/, F))C£(U).
Clearly U is isomorphic to Ui, which is a quasilinear group of rank n/2.
Hence £(U)=£>(U) and P(£(U)) =P(D(U)). By Principal Theorem
Hence £(U) is the maximal perfect subgroup of C(U, V) as well as of C"(U, V). This shows that E(C"(U, V)) =£(C(Í/, F)) = £(U) and proves the proposition. Proposition 6.3. Let U be an involution of the first kind and let V be an involution in U10 U2 of (6.1) which is an irregular involution in C"(U). Then E(C"(U, V))=E(C(U, V)). Furthermore p = rk Ui and n-p = rk U2 are even and P(E(C(U, TO)) *s the direct product of groups isomorphic to PSL(p/2, L) and PSL((n-p)/2, L), respectively, where L is a quadratic extension of K.
Proof. In this case F is an element of Ui o VU with a representation j/= Fio V2 where V\ = V¿2 = A is a nonsquare in the center Z(Ui)=Z(U2) of Uio U2. The argument given in the proof of Proposition 6.1 now yields that E(C"(U, V)) QCviXVi) o Cu,(F2). Thus we must investigate the centralizers CvLfiVi), i=l, 2.
We will make use of the epimorphisms $>: U¿-»P(U,) and A: GL(pi, K) -*P(U,) described(9) in Propositions 1.6.1 and 1.9.1. It is also convenient to identify P(U.) with PGL(pi, K). We claim that the involution $F¿ is an involution of the second kind in PGL(pit K). For, if this is not the case, there exists an involution X of the first kind in U< such that 4>X=$F¿ by virtue of Proposition 1.9.1. Then f(IF,) = l; hence F, = ZZ where ZGZ(Ui). This implies that V\ = A =Z2, which is a contradiction. Because 4>Ui=AGL(p¿, K), there exists an element ViE.GL(pit K) such that $y¡=AFi.
Then Vi is a projective involution of the second kind in GL(pi, K) as KVi is an involution of the second kind in PGL(pi, K). As we mentioned in §3, the centralizer of Vi is isomorphic to GL(pi/2, L) where L is a quadratic extension of K. Thus E(Cgl(pí,k)(Ví))=SL(Pí/2, L). Now both ACgupí. K)(Vi) and ^Cu^Vi) are subgroups of Cagl(pj, x)(AJ,) = C«i,(* V<) of index at most 2. Therefore, E(C#u,(* V<)) = E(AC0L(Pi, K)(Vi)) and £(C$u,.(4>F,)) =£(4>Cui(F<)). Since the homomorphic image of a maximal perfect normal subgroup is a perfect normal subgroup of the image group whose factor group is solvable, the image of a maximal perfect subgroup is a maximal perfect subgroup of the image group. Thus $E(Cu¡(Vi)) = £(Í»C*U<(*^)) =E(ACGUpi, jo(à7<)) =E(CaL(Pi, K)(V<)).
Since the kernels of $> and A are the centers of U¿ and GL(pit K), respectively, it follows that P(£(Cu,(F,))) and_P(£(í>CU<(F¿))) as well as P(£(C(7L(P,-, K)(Vi))) and P(E(ACGnPi, k)(Ví))) are isomorphic. Thus P(£(CUj(F,))) is isomorphic to P5L(p,/2, L).
, and this group is isomorphic to PSL(p/2, L)XPSL((n-p)/2, L). Also note that £(Cuj(V<)) CZ>(U,)c:r(U¿). Therefore, E(C"(U, V))QC'(U). This implies that E(C"(U, V))=E(C(U, F)) as before. Hence the proposition is proved. The direct factors PSL(p, K) or PSL(p, L) which appear in a decomposition of P(E(C(U, V))) will be called the normal factors of C(U, V). When p = l, they are identity groups. The integer p will be called the rank of the corresponding normal factor. A group PSL(p, K) or PSL(p, L) of rank p>\ is either simple or the alternating group on 4 letters when K and L have characteristic not 2 by virtue of the Dickson-Dieudonné Theorem [2, p. 38]. Thus they are indecomposable and uniquely determined up to isomorphism as factors of P(E(C(U, V))) by the Krull-Schmidt Theorem. We will assume that (9) Actually these propositions treat the case that U¿ is an involutory quasilinear group, not a full quasilinear group as here. Nevertheless these results except for the last statement of Proposition 1.9.1 hold in this case by the arguments given in [4] . [October there are as many normal factors of rank 1 in the decomposition of P(E(C(U, V))) in the situation of Proposition 6.1 as necessary for the sum of the ranks of the normal factors to be n. By a theorem of Dieudonné [l, p. 22] the normal factors of rank greater than 1 are determined up to isomorphism by specifying the field K or L and their ranks. This fact is of critical importance in the next section.
Centralizers of involutions.
Proposition 7.1. Let U be a 1-involution of ® and suppose that V is an involution of ® belonging to C(U). Then Vis an involution of the first kind in ®; V is a regular involution in C(U) and U is a regular involution in C(V).
Proof. By Axiom A, F is of the first kind in ®.
Because U is a 1-involution, C"(U) has the decomposition (7.1) C"(t/) = UioU2
as the maximal fused product of full quasilinear groups of ranks n -1 and 1, respectively. Since a quasilinear group of rank 1 is commutative, it follows that U2 = Z(U2)=Z(Ui)ÇUi. Therefore, (7.1) simplifies to (7.2) C"(t/) = Ui.
Then F must be an involution in Ui; consequently, F is a regular involution in C(U). Thus by the definition of a full quasilinear group,
where U/ and Ui" are full quasilinear groups of ranks p and n-p -1, respectively. Thus the normal factors of C(U, V) have ranks p, n -p -1, and 1 by Proposition 6.1.
Because F is an involution of the first kind in ®, we have the decomposition (7.4) C"(V) = SB X"(S3i o 232) determined in accordance with Axiom A. We form C"(V, U) from (7.4) to obtain normal factors of it and C(V, U) = C(U, V). These normal factors must be those of C(U, V) determined from (7.3). Because of this, it follows from Proposition 6.3 that (7is not an irregular involution in C(V) unless Fis an n/2-involution and U is not in 23i o 232. In this case, it follows from Proposition 6.2 that the only normal factor of rank greater than 1 is PSL(n/2, K). Thus only one of p and n-p -1 is greater than 1. Hence we may take p = n/2
and n-p -1 = 1. This yields that n = 4.
To eliminate this case, we choose three mutually commuting 1-involutions, Ti, Ti, and T%, of the quasilinear group(10) Ui in the decomposition groups Ui and Ui". We may suppose that 7\ and T2 belong to one of these (10) These are the involutions in the class Äi(Ui) (cf. [4] ).
groups, say Uí. Then Uí*' has rank 1 and P» is the only nontrivial involution in Ui". As Ui" is isomorphic to GL(2, K) by definition (cf. [4, p. 483 Then either Si = P, and 52 = Py, * 9aj and i, j -1, 2, or Si = P<Pj and 52 = P,T3.
Furthermore, USi and ÍAS2 are also one of the pairs Pi and P2 or TiT% and P2Pj. In any event, SiS2 = PP2, which is in the center of U{ but not in the center of C(U). Thus 5Ä is either V or UV. Since SiS2G Vi o Vt, SiS2 = V.
As Si is conjugate to Si in C(U, V), VED(C(U, V)). Next observe from Proposition 6.1 and (7.3) that E(C(U, V))=D(\X{) X-D(Ui') since P(Ui ) and D(l\{') are perfect normal subgroups of Ui and Ui", respectively. Thus it follows that E(C(U, V))=D(C(U, V)). Hence VEE(C(U, V)).
In the argument of Proposition 6.2, we identified E(C(U, V)). In the present notation, it may be described as the subgroup of 33i o 332 consisting of elements of the form £0 URU~l. To establish a contradiction, we will show that E(C(U, V)) does not contain V. Indeed, if it did, then V=l o V = £0 URU-\ This is possible only if £GZ(33i o 332) =Z(33i). Since p = n/2 = 2, 33i is isomorphic to GL{2, K) and P(33i) is isomorphic to SL{2, K) (cf. [4, p. 483] ). The center of SL{2, K) is of order 2. Thus Z(Z)(23i)) is generated by V. This means that £=1 or £= V. In either case, V=RURU~1 leads to V=l, which is a contradiction. Thus V(£E(C(U, V)), which is our promised contradiction. This proves the proposition. Proposition 7.2. Let U be an n/2-involution and let V be a 1-involution in C(U). If C"(U) has the decomposition (6.1), then the involutions of C"(U) which commute with V belong to Ui o U2.
Proof. Proposition 7.1 implies that FGUi o U2 and that V has the representation V= Fi o V2, where Vi and V2 are involutions. Then C'(U, V) has the decomposition (6.4). We argued in the proof of Proposition 6.2 that any involution X in C"(U) but not in Ui o U2 satisfies the same conditions as does the involution W in the group W of (6.1). So we may reduce our considerations to discussing the possibility that W commutes with the involutions of C(U, V). If this is the case, then WVW~X=V. Thus, as WTW-^Ui and WUfW-' = Ui, WViW~l= V2Z and WV2W-> = FiZ"1 with ZGZ(Ui o U2).
[October From this it follows that if i?ECUl(Fi), then WRW^EC^iVi) and vice versa. Thus we may choose U2 = WVL{ W~l and Hi" = IFU" W~l. This means that the normal factors of a given rank that belong to C( U, V) occur in pairs.
Since F is a 1-involution, it follows that C"(U, V) has a decomposition similar to (7.3). In particular, C(U, V) has but three normal factors of ranks p, n-p -1, and 1. This yields a contradiction. Hence involutions such as W do not belong to C(U, V), and the proposition is proved.
We now define two commuting involutions U and F of the first kind in ® to be compatible if there exists a 1-involution in C{U, V). Proposition 7.3. Let U and V be commuting compatible involutions of the first kind in ®. Then V is regular in C"(U) and U is regular in C"(V).
Proof. We need only prove the first statement. We will obtain a contradiction of the assumption that Fis irregular in C"(U). Let IF be a 1-involution in C(U, V). Let C"(U) have the decomposition (6.1). Proposition 7.1 implies that IFEUi o U2 and that relative to this decomposition IF= IFi o IF2 where Wi and Wi are involutions. Proposition 7.2 implies that FEUi o U2. Let p = rk Ui; then rk U2 = «-p.
As IF is a 1-involution, U is a regular involution in C"(W). Then we have seen that C(W, U) has but three normal factors of ranks p, n-p -1, and 1. At least one and at most two of these normal factors is nontrivial ; when there is only one nontrivial normal factor, it has rank n -2.
Because W is regular in C(U), Proposition 6.1 implies that there is a decomposition of C'(U, W) from which the normal factors of C(U, W) may be obtained. Since there are only three of these, 2. There we saw that i»Fi is an involution of the second kind in P(Ui) =PGL(p, K) and that i>IFi is an involution of the first kind in PGL(p, K). This means that $IFi is in the class ?r(P(Ui)) where r and p -r are even. Then by Proposition 1.9.1, IFi is an r-involution of the quasi-linear groups Hi. Thus rk Ui =r and rk U" =p -r are even. Because one of the decomposition groups in (7.5) has rank 1, rkU2=l.
Thus U2 = Z(U2). Then in Z(U2), V\-A-\ This contradicts the fact that A is a nonsquare in Z(U2) =Z(tli o U2
). The proposition is proved. Proposition 7.4. Let U be an involution of the first kind which commutes with a 1-involution in ©. Then the lower centralizer C'(U) is the subgroup of C( U) which is generated by the involutions of the first kind in ® which commute with and are compatible with U. These involutions are regular in C(U).
Proof. First, by Proposition 7.3, all the involutions of the first kind which commute with and are compatible with U are regular in C(U). Thus they generate a subgroup of C'(U).
On the other hand, U commutes with a 1-involution X, which must be regular in C(U) by virtue of Proposition 7.1. Let X = X\ o X2 be the representation of X relative to the decomposition C'(Í7) = Ui o U2 where Xi is â -involution of the quasilinear group i/i and X2 is an />2-involution of the quasilinear group U2. Now let R = Ri o R2 be an arbitrary involution in C'(U) with Ri an involution in U<. Since C'(U) is generated by such involutions as R, we must show that they are compatible with U to prove the proposition.
In the quasilinear group U,-, there is a maximal set of mutually commuting involutions containing 2?¿ (cf. [4, § §7, 8] ). Let Ti be a product of pi mutually commuting 1-involutions of U,-that belong to this set. Then 7\ is conjugate to Xi in U, by Theorem 1.8.5. Thus T= T\ o T2 is conjugate to X in C'(U) and thus is a 1-involution of © which commutes with R. This proves the proposition.
Now we wish to treat sets of mutually commuting involutions. A set of mutually commuting involutions of the first kind is said to be compatible if there is a 1-involution which commutes with all of them. Proposition 7.5. Let { Ui, U2, ■ • • , Ut} be a compatible mutually commuting set of involutions of the first kind in ®. Let (7.6) C'(Ui) = U/oU/' be a decomposition of C'(Ui) into involutory quasilinear groups. Then Uj is regular in C{U¿), j=l, 2, ■ • • , t, and has the representation U,= Uj o Uj' relative to (7.6) where Uj and Uj' are involutions. Furthermore, the components Uj and Ui! as well as the components Uj' and Ui', j, k = l, 2, ■ • • , t, commute.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 7.3 that all the involutions Uj are regular in C(Ui). Consequently, they have the stated representation in C'(Ui). Consequently, they have the stated representation in C'(Ui). Because Uj and Uk commute, UjU¿ = U¿UjZ and Uj' U¿' = U¿' Uj'Z~» where ZeZ(UZ o U/'). We wish to show that Z= 1.
In C(Ui) there is a 1-involution IF which commutes with all the involutions Ui, Ui, ■ ■ ■ , Ut. Because of Proposition 7.1, WE.C'(Ui). Let W= W o W" be the representation of IF relative to (7.6). We argued in the proof of Proposition 7.3 that any involution in C(U) which commutes with [October W has components which commute with W and W". Also corresponding to (7.5), we have (after at most exchanging the notation designating U<, and U/') (7.7) C'(Ui, W) = CHh X 9B2) o U/'
where one of the decomposition groups Soi, SBî or U/' has rank 1. Should UI' have rank 1, then U/' =Z(U/')2Z(U/ o Vil'). This means that U}' and UI' commute. Hence Z = l in this case.
Thus there remains the case where, in the involutory quasilinear group U/, the involutory centralizer T(CvLi'(W')) has the decomposition (7.8) TiCvAW)) = SB, X SB2 in which one of the decomposition groups, say SBi, has rank 1. Relative to (7.8), we have the representation U¡ = U'nXU'i2 and Ué = U'tlXU'a. We may apply Proposition 1.9.1 and now conclude that (7.8) is a normal decomposition. This means that Z has the representation Z = ZiXZ2 relative to Note that by Condition A, each of the groups will be a direct product of involutory quasilinear groups, the sum of whose ranks is the rank of Ml and of U/'. That the lower centralizer of (7.9) actually does not depend on the involution Ui used to define it follows from the following proposition. Proposition 7.6. Let$> = { Ui, U2, ■ ■ ■ , Ut} be a compatible set of mutually commuting involutions of the first kind. Then C'(S) is generated by the involutions X such that Ui, Z72, • • • , Ut, X form a compatible set of mutually commuting involutions of the first kind.
Proof. First let X be an involution satisfying the condition of the proposition. Then by Proposition 7.4, XÇEC'(\li). Hence relative to the decomposition (7.6) of C'(U,), X = X' o X" where X' and X" are involutions. Proposition 7.5 applied to the set ¡7i, ¡72, • • • , Ut, X implies that the component X' commutes with the components Uj and that the component X" commutes with the components U". Thus XGC'(S).
Conversely, suppose that X is an involution in C'(S) such that X = X' o X" where X' and X" are involutions in U,' and U/', respectively. Then C(S) is generated by involutions such as X. We must show that X satisfies the condition of the proposition.
Because of the form of (7.9), it follows that X' commutes with all the components U¡ and X" commutes with all the components Uj'. Let W=W o W" be a 1-involution in C'(U<). By the argument of Proposition 7.4, there exists an involution whose components in U/ and in U/' are conjugate, respectively, to W and W" and which commute with the components U/ and U/' and with X' and X" as well. This proves that U\, Ut, • • • , Uh X form a compatible set of mutually commuting involutions. Thus the proposition is proved. There may be many ways of describing the lower centralizer of a compatible set of mutually commuting involutions Ui, i/2, • • • , Ut of the first kind. For example, we may form first the decomposition (7.10) of the lower centralizer (7.10) C'(Ui) = Ui' our where Ui and Ui" are involutory quasilinear groups. Relative to (7.10), U2= Ui o Ui' where Ui and Ui' are involutions. Hence we may next form the decomposition
where the groups X', X", 2)', and g)" are involutory quasilinear groups such that rkX'+rkX" = rkUi' and rk$'+rkg)" = rk Ui". The decomposition (7.11) will be called a refinement of (7.14). In forming C'(Ui, U2, Ut), we will obtain the fused product of refinements of the decompositions of the involutory centralizers T(C\x¡'(Ui)) and P(Cu,"(C/s")). Again this will be called a refinement of (7.11). Because we may apply Proposition 1.9.1 in forming the decompositions of the involutory centralizers as in (7.11) ,we may assume that these decompositions are normal decompositions.
Proposition 7.7. Let % be a compatible mutually commuting set of involutions of the first kind. Form the lower centralizer
where X,-, l¿i^t, are involutory quasilinear groups. Then for i^s<t,
Proof. The decomposition (7.12) is a refinement of a decomposition (7.14) of the lower centralizer of an involution Í/¿GS: (7.14)
C(S) = U'oU". is a fused product.
In the sense of Proposition 7.7, the operations "o" and "X" associate. There will be no ambiguity if we drop parentheses to write, for example,
III. Proof of Principal Theorem II 8. Proof of theorem. We are at a point where the proof of Principal Theorem I may be adapted to the situation of this paper. This is because our characterization of the lower centralizer of a compatible set of mutually commuting involutions of the first kind now allows us to apply the proofs of the essential theorems and propositions of [4] using the lower centralizer instead of the involutory centralizers. We will make a few remarks explaining certain points of this modification.
First of all, instead of considering involutions in the classes Äp, we now consider involutions of the first kind which commute with a 1-involution. Whenever we considered commuting involutions, we now consider compatible sets of commuting involutions of the first kind. Rather than consider involutions belonging to the involutory centralizer of a set of mutually commuting involutions in a quasilinear group, we now consider regular involutions of the lower centralizer of a compatible set of mutually commuting involutions of the first kind. As we shall see, these restrictions of compatibility actually do not cause any difficulty in the adaptation of the proofs of the propositions of [4] because we studied involutions which commuted with 1-involutions.
If the lower centralizer of a compatible set of mutually commuting involutions has a decomposition such as (7.12), then we will be able to write a regular involution X belonging to the centralizer as a product of its components Xi in the groups £,-and we may take these components to be involutions. We indicate this by (8.1) X = X1 X X2 X ■ ■ ■ X XroXr+l X ■ ■ ■ X Xt.
We will call (8.1) a representation of X relative to the decomposition (7.12).
This will take the place of a representation of an involution relative to a particular decomposition of an involutory centralizer. Regular involutions have two representations relative to a decomposition of a lower centralizer, namely (8.1) and (8.2) X = -X,. X -X2 X ■ ■ ■ X -Xro -Xr+l X ■ ■ ■ X -X,
where -1¿ is the element of order 2 in Z(X<). Now we wish to make some specific references to [4] . With regard to Proposition 1.4.1, we must make the obvious modification to obtain that every compatible set of mutually commuting involutions is contained in a maximal set of mutually commuting involutions of the first kind which contains 2n_1 elements. The proof of Lemma 1.4.2 needs more than routine revision. We will restate the lemma together with the modified proof. Proof. Form the group P(£(C'(S))) =P(D(C"(S))). Just as in the proof of Proposition 6.1, P(£(C'(S))) is the direct product of factors P(2?(3É,)) in the case of (8.3) or P(D(2)<)) in the case of (8.4) which are isomorphic to the groups PSL(pi, K) where pi is the rank of ï< or ?),■. As we remarked in §6, these components are indecomposable and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem applies. Furthermore, in the present case, the components of rank greater than 1 are determined up to isomorphism by the ranks pi of the corresponding isomorphic groups PSL(pi, K). From this follows the lemma for the components of rank greater than 1. Since the sum of the ranks of the components in (8.3) and also in (8.4) is n, the component of rank 1 in (8.3) and in (8.4) may be placed in one-to-one correspondence. This proves the lemma.
In our present paper, we have identified the ^-involutions and (n-p)-involutions of ® as those involutions in the class 2P. This obviates the necessity of using generalizations of Propositions 1.5.3, 1.5.4, 1.5.5, and 1.5.6. In this connection, it should be remarked that the significance of the concept of even involutions is not lost. However, in a quasiprojective group of odd rank,
[October an involution is both even and odd since it will be represented as an involution in the center of the two quasilinear decomposition groups, one of which has even rank and the other of which has odd rank. We will still need to speak of even and odd involutions in the quasilinear decomposition groups of the lower centralizer of an involution in the manner of [4] . In particular, Proposition 1.6.3 applies exactly as stated for such groups. Propositions 1.6.1 and 1.6.2 are also stated only for decomposition groups and apply as stated. Propositions 1.6.4 and 1.6.5 will be applied only to quasilinear decomposition groups. In §1.7, extremal involutions of quasilinear groups are to be interpreted as 1-involutions of quasiprojective groups. In interpreting Proposition 1.7.1, remember that the involutions V and -V as well as UV and -UV are to be identified. Actually this will allow a simplification in the proof in the handling of the cases determined by (1.7.10) and (1.7.12). In revising Proposition 1.7.5 as in Proposition 1.4.1, the orders of the maximal compatible sets of mutually commuting involutions of the first kind will be 2n_1. Nevertheless, a complete set of mutually commuting 1-involutions will still contain n elements.
In forming the counterpart of the standard decomposition groups in §1.8, the distinction between the involutions U and -U in the case of quasiprojective groups becomes artificial. Nevertheless, in any complete set 31 of The distinction between positive and negative decomposition groups of the lower centralizer of an involution U in the case of quasiprojective groups must be made in an arbitrary manner. If Î7is an involution of the first kind which is represented as a product of p mutually commuting 1-involutions, Vi, Vi, ■ • • , Vp, then it follows from Corollary 1.8.4 (modified for quasiprojective groups) that they belong to one of the standard decomposition groups of C'(U). Because their product is U, they must belong to the same decomposition group. This group will be called the positive standard decomposition group of C'(U) relative to the representation U= F1F2 • • • Vp. In particular, the positive decomposition group will be an involutory quasilinear group of rank p. If an involution is given as a ^-involution, then the positive decomposition group will be taken to be a standard decomposition group of rank p. Of course, the other standard decomposition group is to be termed the negative decomposition group.
There are several points in the argument of §1.8 where our arguments depended upon obtaining a contradiction to exclude certain possibilities. Although it is not possible to obtain these contradictions in our present modi-fication of [4] , it should be noted that situations will be avoided because of the identification of 1 and -1.
In adapting Theorem 1.8.5 to our present case, one must allow the involutions to be the product of the same number p 1-involutions or one to be the product of p 1-involutions while the second is the product of n -p 1-involutions. Then it may be seen as a consequence of this modification of Theorem 1.8.5 that there are [w/2] + l classes of involutions of the first kind which contain involutions commuting with 1-involutions. That is, all involutions of the first kind commute with 1-involutions.
We need also make some remarks about §1.13. In Proposition 1.13.1, one must use Axiom B instead of Condition D. In interpreting Proposition 1.13.3, let r(®) be the subgroup of © generated by the involutions of the first kind. Part of the argument of this proposition shows that $P(®) -PTL(n, K). This is all that is needed. Note that $ is an isomorphism of T(@) because of Axiom B. Therefore, 7X@) is certainly quasiprojective.
The proof of Principal Theorem II may now be obtained by following the proof of Principal Theorem I.
